
 Guidelines for the use of the International Feldenkrais Logo 
 
Legal grounds 
 
The IFF International Feldenkrais Federation is the owner of the international registered trademark 
 
Feldenkrais Logo SPIRAL 
IR 1021908 (NR 093646595) 
 

 

 

as well as of several national trademarks containing the Logo SPIRAL. 
 

In accordance with a decision made at the IFF Assembly in 2006 and based on licence agreements 
between the IFF and its member organisations, the IFF member organisations as well as their 
respective members are entitled to use the Logo within their respective countries. Each member 
organisation determines on their own whether the Logo may be used by all of its members or only by a 
specific part of its membership. 
 

In view of the many languages represented in the IFF, it was decided by the IFF in 2009 that only the 
Logo without the subscription "Feldenkrais Method" would be re-registered internationally since the 
English text was felt by some to be too restrictive. Therefore the international registrations of the 
original Logo (with the subscription "Feldenkrais Method", IR 582282 und 629630) have not been 
renewed anymore in November 2014. 
 

It is the exclusive right of the IFF to make licence agreements with any other organisation or single 
person and not the right of the individual member organisations or their members. This also holds true 
within countries that are represented by IFF members. 
 

Any violation can be reported to the IFF office (iffadmin@feldenkrais-method.org). 
 
The intrinsic value of the Logo 
 

The International Feldenkrais Logo was created in 1991 by the Swiss Feldenkrais Association (SFV 
Schweizerischer Feldenkrais Verband) and was registered nationally as a trademark, with the idea 
that it becomes an international Logo. Since a worldwide consensus could not be reached within a 
reasonable time limit, the SFV made licence agreements with eight national Feldenkrais associations, 
whereby they and their membership (representing about 75% of the practitioner-members worldwide) 
could also use the Logo. At the end of the 1990’s, the idea developed to give up the rights on the Logo 
to the IFF in order to give it an even wider support. In 2006, the IFF Assembly decided to take this step 
and all registrations in the name of SFV were transferred to the IFF. 
 

Alongside the legal protection of a common mark of identification, the Logo offers a simple symbol that 
catches the public eye. 
 

To increase the general public’s awareness of the Logo, it is recommended to use it as often as 
possible on flyers, advertisements, visiting cards, letters, web pages etc. 
 

In so doing, the following guidelines must be respected (see over). 
 

 
 
Paris, May 3rd 2016 
 

 
Wolfgang Säckl, President 
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Guidelines for the use of the Logo 
 
Size and colour of the Logo can be chosen without restriction but its proportions may not be 
changed. 
 

 

 
 

 

The use of the Logo without the subscription allows for more 
possibilities for design and layout (especially in other languages).  
- Use the Logo with the ® whenever possible (except if it disturbs 

the design) 
- Do not change the proportions of the Logo 
- Use the SPIRAL on its own only when it appears in direct 

connection with the term Feldenkrais 
 
Examples 
 

 

 

 

 Discover Feldenkrais! 
 

  Metodo   www.feldenkrais.de  
 Feldenkrais      

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

The original Logo was a trademark consisting of a signet and a 
subscription. This registration expired on November 21st, 2014 and 
has not been renewed. 
 
è Therefore this variation may still be used but 

without the trademark sign ®. 
 

 
 

 Be careful not to inverse the Logo (the "f" in the middle must be visible). 
 
 
Use of the Logo 
- business mail (letters, invoices, visiting cards, etc. 
- brochures, announcements for classes, advertisements, web sites 
- advertising material (stickers, towels, umbrellas, ballpoint pens, etc.) 
 
 
Available templates 

• CD with the graphics in the following formats: TIF, eps, gif, jpg, doc for PC and Mac 
 
 
Information and Orders 
 

for practitioners please contact your national Feldenkrais Association 
 

for guilds):  IFF International Feldenkrais Federation, iffadmin@feldenkrais-method.org 




